 This paper is based on the Indian Buddhism arts, especially Hinayana, and it gives a comparison between the mural paintings in Wat Khongkharam and the Buddha images in Dali Kingdom of China. This paper also aims at analysing the origin, the development, and the major premises of artists in Buddhism Arts. Furthermore, I would like to collect related materials and give a recreation as well.
Introduction
With the booming of the economy, the technological communications integrate and dilute different cultures into one another more deeply and frequently than before. Together with this comes the opportunity to understand and appreciate ancient and profound cultures, that still bind nations together.
Personally speaking, I used to appreciate Thai traditional arts rather than to research into them. It is only when I moved to Thailand that I got the chance to understand the real beauty of Thai traditional arts. It seemes to me that only when I was trying to understand the culture of a country I managed to appreciate its arts at the same time, especially its traditional arts.
When considering Thai culture, or even the living of Thai people, we cannot talk without paying attention to their religion, namely, Buddhism. It is easy for a lay man to notice that Buddhism is present everywhere in Thai people's life, and the religion has been speak highly by the local people. Consequently, Buddhism influence Thai arts in everywhere.
with the descriptive research, seen in the following aspects:
(1) The artistic characteristics and language in Wat Khongkharam, Thailand;
(2) The artistic characteristics and language in paintings in Dali period, from Chinese artist, ZHANG Sheng-wen;
(3) Comparing these two different artistic languages and techniques, and applying these into real works.
Findings
Thai people believe that the presence of the Buddha statues is implicit in the area of folk customs and also in the rise and fall of individual fortunes. So, Buddhism art history in Thailand, with the rise and fall of Buddhism in Thailand, derives from art history, both to be understood in its historical context, and with his attachement to leaving space for imagination. This should be seen as Buddhist art, in addition to its aesthetics and religious components, but it also has a special significance.
The Buddha Images in Wat Khongkharam in Thailand
The Buddhist art of the Ayutthaya period can be devided into three stages, which are: the Prophase of Ayutthaya, Interim Art of Ayutthaya, and later period of Ayutthaya. Due to the long time span of the building of Wat Khongkharam, the mural paintings were not all made at the same period. As for this picture, its artistic style is much closer to former Ayuthaya's, since all Buddha figures are arranged in rows and painted in red, black, and white. The following picture shows the panorama of the whole fresco.
It can be seen from this picture that the shape and style of the interval ornaments are also distinct.
The main mural paintings in Wat Khongkharam belong to the mid-Ayutthaya art (see The composition of these mural paintings is precise, and the plot of each story is clear. In the painting techniques of the buildings, the trees are obviously influenced by Chinese painting landscape. Why do we choose the mural paintings of the Ayutthaya period as the research object? It is correlative with the special background of Ayutthaya period. The name of Ayutthaya comes from the ancient Indian country of Ayōdhya, which means "unconquerable" in Sanskrit. During this period, Thailand attached great importance to trade. So a lot of people from all over the world did business here. At that time, China was ruled by the Ming dynasty, which was the most prosperous in the history of chinese navigation. Therefore, in Ayutthaya, Chinese merchants and travellers would be found in numbers, passing through on their way to other places, or living there. This large commercial intercourse had improved art and cultural exchanges.
Wat Khongkharam, like most of the traditional paintings in Thailand, described the life of the predecessor in Hinayana Buddhism, Catholicism, and the Three Boundaries. The topic of these scenes is very famous and popular in Thailand, just a few parts are a description of the culture and customs of Thailand, which are very different from the mural paintings in any other temples in Thailand.
There are many learning points about the era and the craftsmen in history. One of the points is that Mongols built the temple, because the archaeologists have discovered many Mongolian words. In 1974, the buildings of the temple were placed the world culture prestige. Now, more and more people have joined the organization of research and protection. In many years, our offspring can see the resplendence of the culture and be proud of them.
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF BUDDHA IMAGES 622
The Long Roll of Buddhist Images by ZHANG Sheng-wen ( ) at Chinese In the past, due to poor information, cultural exchanges took a long time and were a long process. This elongated painting of Buddhist art from the Dali artist ZHANG, along with his disciples, tookmore than two or three years to be drawn. The parts displaying the highest artistic skills are drawn by ZHANG, and the entire painting has a very high artistic value. As for ZHANG himself, there is no relevant records in history. But from his name we can figure out. "ZHANG" is one of the most common surname of The Some parts of the picture are missing and misplaced because of numerous remounting. The iconography of "The Long Roll of Buddhist Images" is extremely complex, with many problems worthy of investigation and research.
However, as we mentioned before, this painting was drawn by ZHANG and his apprentices, thus in this work, the painting style are diverse and the drawing levels also not even. In the preservation process, there has been some damages and losses; so we can only study and be concerned about one part of this artefact of high artistic value and some of the Buddha statues.
All form a large iconographic unit. The Shakyamuni Buddha (see Figure 5 ) is at the center in this series, with 16 pages balanced on each of the left and right sides. In the section containing Shakyamuni Buddha, the Buddha sits in the middle of a thousand-petalled lotus. The Shakyamuni Buddha hands movements mean is teach, and it can be concluded that this section depicts Shakyamuni Buddha passing on Buddhist Law to teach, symbolized by the handing on of his thought to his disciple.
From this Buddha's clothing, we can see, it belongs to Chinese Buddhist art style, because of the large size and many folds on clothes. This feature is one of important features in Chinese Buddhist art, Buddhist art throughout the world, in addition to the early Gupta era in India, monks have been wearing a loose robe at this time, and no specific number of folds. Without country or region, the Buddha has such feature, found also in the Thangka Tantric school in Tibet. Many serious people may not understand, in the abovementioned picture (see Figure 5 ), but it is clear to see the number of lotus petals, and how it shows that he was said that Buddha sat on one thousand lotus; in fact, on top of each petal, there is a small lotus. The artist is really distinctive in the composition ingenuity and clearly trying to be different. This model originally also includes Buddha body accessories, these type of accessories Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the contrast between the original and copy; in the whole picture, except for the statues which are the same, but the used tones had a major change. This is because the early Buddhist art basic raw materials were from the Indian region, and later with social development, the Silk Road declined. These materials became obsolete. By the Qing Dynasty ( , 1636-1912) , it had practically disappeared. In addition to this, there is a certain gap between the art style and artistic level. The original works were precise; content was abundant, the characters were layering in a vivid style, the overall style was uniform. As for the Buddha's shape, the backlight and the umbrella's application are Tantric Buddhist in art style.
Actually, as for the whole painting of The Long Roll of Buddhist Images by ZHANG, cultural integration runs through it. In the existing Long Roll of Buddhist Images by ZHANG (length: 1635.5 cm, height: 30.4 cm),
we find a total of 134 images (a picture), 600 kinds of characters, like the Buddha and Bodhisattva statues. The comparative study is focus on Buddha itself. In the works, artistic style and artistic language are the same as above-described, the model features will be researched more deeply in the following sections.
In fact, the whole painting displays a strong sense of cultural integration. (see Figure 6 and 7, select from the one part of it).
(1) Buddhist arhat is close to the Buddha. It is obvious that this Buddhism was influence by Theravada.
(2) Buddha and Avalokiteshvara are at a certain distance.
(3) Dali shows monks and worldly people, common people engaging in folk custom. As noted above, 
Comparing with Postures of Art\Art Language and Style of Painting
Buddhism Images can be divided into five parts.
Fire emblem gesture-crossed legs, lifted hand put on two legs, right hand with the center of the palm touching the right leg, fingers pointing to the earth bearing witness to the fact that they can do anything to rescue all the people. This gesture are very widespread in Thailand. You can see this gesture many times in the mural paintings in Wat Khongkharam. In "ZHANG Sheng-wen" series of paintings from Dali period, you can see many postures belonging to type statement.
Busch image-the body are standing, hand lifted down representing the power to make people's dreams all come true, the right hand rise as to pray for a present that will give people courage and fearlessness.
The standing images are unusual in China, because of the conception of Acarya Avalokitesvara in China. In order to respect Buddhism, the images of Buddhism are sitting, and the images of Acarya Avalokitesvara are standing, that's why the image in China are standing. So it's unusual in "ZHANG Sheng-wen " series of paintings to see a standing position.
Sometimes the images in China are sitting, they use their hands to represent the meaning, the image of standing shoeless character, and stepping on the lotus, wearing two monk robes are not Busch style and fearless in their hands.
The Busch style in Wat Khongkharam have only one representant (see Figure 10 ) on the left at the first which is my favorite, the character wears a monk's robe, the back light like the half lotus, they use lavender, there is a crown on his head, his eyes looking out to the people, his arms are soft and slender, his four fingers are the same. It gives a sense of happiness and fun that transpires in the Ayutthaya and in Sukhothai eras. The reclining Buddha image-according to the gesture of the body, is laying down, the right side of the body facing to the south, with right hand support. In Wat Khongkharam you can see it, but there is no trace of it in the "ZHANG Sheng-wen" series of paintings.
Because the "ZHANG Sheng-wen" series of paintings describe a lot of Buhhdists, after the middle of Buhddist art in China, you can't see many sleeping images in the paintings in this period, but not as sculptures.
Because there is a huge difference between Chinese painting and Thai paintings.
In the Buddhist paintings of Thailand, the main idea is the stories of Buddha, the Buddha's life, in which laying down is necessary, so you can see the sleeping images. But on the fourth image on your right, they are not talking about the sleep, but the four imaginations (see Figure 11 ). In conclusion, comparing Ayutthaya Period in Wat Khongkharam images and Dali Kingdom era style in the "ZHANG Sheng-wen" series of paintings , we note that they display the same hair style, the faces are round in ZHANG Sheng-wen of paintings, following Tang Dynasty stereotypes, but in Wat Khongkharam the chin is represented as sharp, the body slim and soft and more feminine. 
Artistic characteristics
Picture is arranged very well, the postures are unique, the stories are enhanced, the style are unified
The pictures are reasonably arranged, have many kinds of postures, the story are enrich many small things, and come from the excellent story.
Summary
Typical of the Middle of Ayutthaya Period style, especially the three worlds Buddhism story, the house and mountain have an influence on chinese paintings.
Combines Esoteric Buddhism and Mahayana
Buddhism, after Song Dynasty which is the most booming period of Buddhist paintings, bearing deep meaning and rich stories.
Conclusion
Dali a has profound historical background in art design, especially in Buddhist arts. For example, the representative paintings of Dali kingdom period by ZHANG Sheng-wen, vividly reflect the importance of Buddhism.
Furthermore, the mural paintings from Wat Khongkharam, constructed in the pre-Ayutthaya period, were destroyed by wars and were rebuilt many times. There is a diverse religious heritage, such as Mongolian calligraphies, decorations, and Catholic literature and so on.
The mural paintings in Wat Khongkharam are representative works of the mid-Ayutthaya period. In these paintings we find descriptions of Buddha from birth to death, especially the stories of the lives of the Buddha before he became the Buddha. The characteristics of Buddha in this story are clear to see and easy to observe.
Buddhist Art is of course essentially religious; it is the pious spirits of Artists that compose such kind of precious artistic works for us to appreciate. So only if we are influenced by devout spirits can we appreciate and
